SYNERGY IS UNIVERSAL BUT THE REAL WORK STARTS WITH YOU
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“He helps little that helps not himself.”

Anonymous
Proverb.

It is not being shrewd, selfish, or outsmarting others.

Any teacher knew how laborious an output would be. Each lessons plans, the instructional materials, paperworks, and other reports done by teachers should be aligned with standards. If a teacher deflect from the standard, obviously something may be missed.

Penultimately, something may gone wrong. In the past, while the Old Testament Scripture is being copied, there is a certain group of people called Masorettes whose main job is to copy the whole text of the scripture. However, they were given this task under the perk and peril that each words should be copied flawlessly – that is, not a single letter should be mistakenly transcribed.

A teacher must be like a Masorette where the level of scholarship, scribalship, and patience were mixed together. Secondly, working with other heads is not bad except if someone does not want to share and allocate responsibilities.

Sometimes, some people do not want to share tasks so others will not shine with him or her. Sharing work will just divide attention of the boss; but keeping the work by himself or herself will be a plus point especially when the result is great.
It is a good thing to share and allocate works – as people works in a system, so a system works with a group and not individual. The support of the various parts and individual piece creates a motion, movement, and action that works everyone in a synchronized methodology.
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